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ABSTRACT

The Constitution of Japan guarantees religious freedom in Article 20 and Article 89. This

paper outlines how this guarantee has been interpreted and applied by Japan's courts in resard to

individual religious liberty. An overview of the significance of freedom of religion is given as well

as its application as a matter of constitutional law and the requisite definition. This is followed by

a discussion of what attributes the liberty includes and how it has been limited or defined by the

courts. The religious right of personhood, a developing area of the law, is also addressed, and

prominent legal theories for its acceptance are presented.

Introduction

Out of the bitter experience of the Constitu

tion of the Empire of Japan [Meiji Constitution]

and a profound remorse, specific provisions to

guarantee religious freedom were laid down in

the Constitution of Japan, which was promul

gated in November 1946 and took effect in May

1947. This guarantee encompasses two areas,

the freedom of religion as it applies to individu

als and the principle of separation of the state

[government] and religion. The guarantee for

the former is declared and stipulated in first half

of Article 20 Paragraph 1, which specifies une

quivocally: "Freedom of religion is guaranteed

to all."1 Article 20 Paragraph 2 then continues:

"No person shall be compelled to take part in

any religious act, celebration, rite or practice.""

The latter half of Paragraph 1 and Paragraph 3

of Article 20 as well as Article 89 prohibit any

connection between government and religion,

striving for the principle of separating religion

and government with which to consequently

construct an adequate guarantee for the freedom

of religion.1" In this paper, I will focus on the for

mer guarantee as it has been interpreted and ap

plied.

I Significance of Religious Freedom

The establishment of freedom of religion in

the United States and countries of Europe was a

milestone on the road toward man's spiritual

freedom. In medieval Europe, it was typical that

only one particular religion was tolerated by the

state. Belief in other religions was not con

doned. Violators were often severely punished.

Under this kind of persecution, believers in

what were then referred to as "heretical" relig

ions fought to practice their faith. Establish

ment of principles guaranteeing freedom of

religion was an awareness of man's spiritual

freedom. Thus, many modern constitutions came

to guarantee religious freedom. However, the

constitutional approaches to that guarantee are

not uniform, but differ depending on each na

tion's history.lv

In Japan, freedom of religion was guaranteed

by Article 28 of the Meiji Constitution. However,

this guarantee was limited, permitting Japanese

subjects to enjoy the freedom of religious belief

merely "...within limits not prejudicial to peace

and order, and not antagonistic to their duties as

subjects..."v Also, compared to other basic rights,

no legal reservations were stipulated for the

freedom of religion. It was, therefore, nothing

more than a substandard right that could be
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circumscribed by edict. Moreover, although it

was presumed that "State Shinto was not a reli

gion," it did occupy, for all practical purposes,

such a status. Citizens were obligated to revere

and worship at shrines. In sum, the scope of re

ligious freedom was only that permitted within

a range compatible to State Shinto.

With the opportunity presented by Japan's

defeat in World War II, what drastically changed

this situation was the Shinto Proclamation of

December 15, 1945 promulgated by the Head

quarters of the Allied Powers. That proclama

tion required the thorough separation of state

and religion, ending the role of State Shinto as

an ideology supporting the doctrine of divinity

for the emperor system.viii The Constitution of

Japan, which was enacted after the Shinto Proc

lamation, established the freedom of religious

belief and the separation of religion and politics.

As mentioned above, it declares the freedom of

religious belief in Article 20 and the separation

of church and state in the latter paragraphs of

the same Article and in the finance clause of Ar

ticle 89.ix

II Constitutional Modes

The way in which freedom of religious be

lief is guaranteed in the constitution or basic

law of countries varies, and may be broadly

categorized into three types.

A) A system where the nation adopts a state re

ligion, but permits broad religious tolerance of

religions other than the state religion. This ef

fectively results in guaranteeing religious free

dom. Examples of this type of system include

those adopted in the United Kingdom" and

Spainxi.

B) A system where the church or other religious

institution is a constitutionally recognized legal

entity having almost equal status as the state.

The state and the church each deal indepen

dently with matters in their particular domains.

Matters bordering both jurisdictions are han

dled based on concordats or political-religious

treaties, which clearly separate the areas man

aged. Examples of this type of system include

those of Germanyxii, Italyxiii, et cetera.

C) A system where a thorough separation of re

ligion and state is maintained, and a principle

has been established that neither interferes with

the other. Examples of this type of system in

clude the constitutions of the United Statesxiv,

Francexv and Japan.

HI Concept of Religion

The "freedom of religion" stipulated in

Article 20 Paragraph 1 means the freedom to be

lieve in religion, but the Constitution of Japan

does not define what religion is. Theological

definitions of religion are wide and varied.

However, such definitions are by their nature

not always applicable to religion as a matter of

constitutional law. The Nagoya High Court de

cision in the Tsu City Jichinsai [a ceremony to

purify a building site] Casexvi provided a work

able definition for this purpose: "Religion in the

constitutional sense means a firm belief in the

existence of a supernatural, superhuman essence

(namely, an absolute being, the creator, a su

preme being et cetera, particularly deities such

as God, Allah, Buddha, souls, et cetera), and the

feeling and act of reverent worship. Irrespective

of whether it is a personal religion, a group re

ligion, a coincidentally natural religion or a re

ligion that a person is the first to advocate, it is

proper to construe the concept [of religion] as

comprising all of these."xvii This definition

broadly and comprehensively embraces relig

ion. However, the object of man's faith is by na

ture infinite in its variety, so ultimately what

man believes to be religion is religion. The
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constitution attempts to guarantee the freedom

of that belief. As such, an extensive and expan

sive definition, similar to the above is necessary

for understanding religion in the constitutional

sense.

IV Nature of the Freedom of Religion

Under the Constitution of Japan, the above

mentioned articles pertaining to the freedom of

religion consist of the following attributes:xviii

A) Freedom of religious belief. The meaning of

the freedom of religious belief encompasses the

definition given above, but also includes the

freedom to believe in a particular religion, the

freedom not to say anything regarding one's be

liefs, and the freedom not to believe in religion.

B) Freedom of religious acts. The freedom of re

ligious acts is the freedom to conduct religious

rituals, such as worship services, prayer, festi

vals, rituals, events and other undertakings, and

to participate in these. Additionally, it includes

the freedom neither to conduct these acts nor to

be forced to participate in them.

C) Freedom of religious assembly and associa

tion. The freedom of religious assembly and as

sociation means the freedom for people, who

share the same belief, to assemble for the pur

pose of their religious activities, and to organize

religious organizations such as churches or re

ligious groups.

D) Freedom to propagate a religion. The free

dom to propagate a religion is the freedom to

publicize the religion one believes in and to re

cruit believers. It also includes the freedom to

criticize other religions and to recommend con

verting to another religion.

V Limitations on Religious Freedom

As mentioned above, the freedom of reli

gion is guaranteed, but when those religious

acts take the form of external expression as op

posed to an internal belief, they must yield to

certain limitations in their relationship to civil

law and order. On this point, the following are

some of the cases that have been fought over

the limits of the guarantee of freedom of relig

ion.

A) Case of bodily injury resulting in death due to

the recitation of Buddhist healing incantationsxix

The defendant, a shaman, was asked by

close relatives of a patient with mental disease

to perform a recitation of Buddhist healing in

cantations™ using sticks of incense burnt on an

alter to invoke divine aid for the patient.xxi The

ritual also included burning incense being

pressed against the victim's body, bodily beat

ings and other acts that led to the death of the

victim. The shaman asserted that his actions

were executed as part of a religious ceremony to

purify and cure the person, and thus protected

by the freedom of religion provision of the Con

stitution of Japan.

In regard to whether or not these actions

were recognized as a religious activity protected

by the Constitution, the Supreme Court said in

its decision that even though the recitation of

healing prayers to pray for the recovery of the

victim was undertaken as a religious act, when

such action leads to the death of the victim

through the exercise of unlawful physical force

causing injury or harm to another's life, body or

health, it is an act that falls outside of the limits

of the guarantee of freedom of religion in the

Constitution of Japan Article 20 Paragraph 1.

The Court held that when religious activities

are expressed externally, they must be accept

able to common dictates of civil law and order.
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The Supreme Court held that freedom of

religion is subject to the "public welfare" clause

in Articles 12xxii and 13xxiii, and thus is not abso

lute and unconditional. In this case, the sha

man's actions overstepped these constitutional

guarantees, and the court found that the Penal

Code provision for injury resulting in death

appliedxxiv.

B) The Pastoral Activity Casexxv

In this case, a minister, knowing that two

high school students were being pursued by the

police on suspicion of unlawful entry in regard

to a campus disturbance, allowed them accom

modation at a church. He provided counseling

and guidance to the two youths, urging them to

reform their lives, in the pursuit of his pastoral

activity, which was his service to the commu

nity out of consideration toward people's souls

and which he regarded as being his religious

duty toward God as a minister. The minister

was charged under Article 103 of the Penal Code

[Harboring a criminal].xxvi The issue was whether

or not pastoral activity, i.e. the minister's acts,

corresponds to such a crime or is a legitimate re

ligious activity protected by the Constitution,

and thus not a crime.

The Kobe Summary Court held: "Even in

cases where the outward action of pastoral ac

tivity is subject to restrictions for the sake of

the public welfare, there is a danger that such

restrictions may result in effectively infringing

upon the freedom of inner belief that is the es

sence of the act itself. Thus, such restrictions

need to be given the utmost care in their consid

eration. Whether or not the specified pastoral

activity was within a fair measure of the range

appropriate for its purpose is to be decided by

whether or not the action was undertaken out of

consideration for an individual's soul, [a con

cept] which the believer had come to rely upon

fully. After first taking into account constitu

tional requirements, and whether or not the

action conforms to the theoretical and custom

ary conditions recognized as necessary in view

of the nature of the act as well as whether or not

the action itself was within a reasonable scope,

the merit of the means or method should be

judged specifically and comprehensively to this

end through a comparative examination of vari

ous circumstances including the urgency of the

act, the nature of alternative acts and the bal

ancing of legal interests."xxvii

In this case, even though the minister's

actions, as a matter of form, violated the penal

law, they were actions undertaken in considera

tion of the young boys' souls. The two high

school students later repented their actions due

to the minister's guidance and teachings. They

also voluntarily presented themselves to the

police. As any hindrance to the investigation

was small, it was not possible to interpret the

minister's religious activities as a clear devia

tion of the limitations on religious acts. The

court held that "they were within a scope corre

sponding to their purpose..." and "on the whole,

at no point did they contradict the principles of

law and order, and as legitimate dutiable act,

they do not constitute a crime."xxviii

C) Cultural Tourism Tax Ordinance Casexxix

Nara Prefecture promulgated an ordinance

instituting a cultural tourism tax to be imposed

as an admission fee on people visiting or wor

shiping at Todai Temple and Horyu Temple.

The purpose of this ordinance was to collect

funds to be directed for expenditures related to

maintaining tourist facilities in the prefecture.

In response, Todai Temple argued that opening

its temple to the public was an activity of relig

ious propagation, and that worshipping by visi

tors to the temple was a religious act. Thus, the
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imposition of a tax as an admission fee was an

infringement of the freedom of religion of both

the temple and the worshipers.

The court found that the overwhelming

number of people who enter Todai Temple are

tourists, and that there was no great disparity

between the actual circumstances pertaining to

temple visitors and ordinary cultural tourism.

The court held that an admission fee is not pay

ment for worship, but consideration for entering

the grounds to enjoy a cultural asset, so it can

not be recognized that the objective of this ordi

nance specifically targets religion nor has the

intention of restricting it. The ordinance was

therefore held not to be unconstitutional.

D) The Christian Sunday Lawsuitxxx

In this case an elementary school child,

who went to religious school on Sundays, was

absent from her public elementary school class

held on one Sunday so that parents and others

could come and observe the school and class

room activities, i.e. a "parents day at school."

The school recorded the child as absent. The

child and the child's parents filed a lawsuit

claiming that compulsory attendance at the

Sunday observation class violated the child's

freedom of religion as guaranteed by the Consti

tution of Japan Article 20.

The Tokyo District Court found that the

requirements of public education necessitate

certain restrictions on the freedom of religion

that are unavoidable. The court held: "Within

the scope of a compensatory class day, which is a

particular necessity of public education, even if

such a day does infringe upon a religious organiz

ation's gathering, the law should be construed to

tolerate such an infringement as a necessary limi

tation based on reasonable grounds."xxxi The court

went on to explain that exempting a child who

is participating in a religious activity from

attendance on public education class day is not

appropriate nor does it maintain the religious

neutrality of public education. The school's act

was held not to be a violation of the freedom of

religion clause of the Constitution of Japan.

E) Case Ordering the Dissolution of the Religious

Corporation Aum Shinrikyoxxxii

In this case, a petition was filed ordering

the dissolution of Aum Shinrikyo as a religious

corporation. The Supreme Court's decision rested

on five points. First, the system for ordering the

compulsory dissolution of a religious corpora

tion has an entirely secular purpose, which "is

not intended to dispel spiritual or religious as

pects of religious organizations or believers, and

the purpose of the system is reasonable."xxxiH Sec

ond, the complainant, Aum Shinrikyo, produced

the poisonous gas sarin with the objective of

carrying out mass murder. "It has been found

clearly that [Aum Shinrikyo] violated the law

and brought considerable harm to the public

welfare, and it is obvious that it has substan

tially deviated from the purpose of a religious

organization."xxxiv Third, any infringement upon

"the religious acts conducted by the religious

organization of Aum Shinrikyo and its believers

consequent upon this dissolution order" in the

end will only be "effectively indirect"xxxv as the

believers in the tenets of Aum Shinrikyo are

free to continue their beliefs, albeit not as a

religious corporation. Fourth, the court con

cluded: "Therefore, said dissolution order even

taking into account the impact it will have on

the spiritual and religious aspects of Aum

Shinrikyo and its believers...is a necessary and

unavoidable legal restriction."xxxiv Fifth, the

court additionally observed that "as [the disso

lution order] was issued according to a court's

judicial judgment, the appropriateness of its

procedures is also guaranteed."xxxvii The court
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held that the dissolution order did not violate

Article 20 Paragraph 1 of the Constitution of

Japan.

VI Religious Right of Personhoodxxxviii
While the decisions regarding freedom of

religion by Japan's courts have, in general, been

supported by the majority of legal scholars, the

Supreme Court Grand Bench decision concern

ing the enshrinement of a dead Self-Defense

officer to Gokoku Shrinexxxix has been severely

criticized by many. While the holding in this

case focused on the principle of separation of

the state and religion, the court also denied the

nature of a religious right of personhood, which

was claimed by the officer's widow. Academic

theories have sharply criticized this decision,

and the prevailing view now is toward affirm

ing the nature of a religious personal right.

The facts of the case as given in the Su

preme Court verdict's "Comments" are as fol

lows:

"This is the case in which the Appellee, a

surviving wife of a dead member of the Self-

Defense Forces (SDF) who was killed by a

traffic accident while he was on duty, filed a

civil law suit against the government seek

ing compensation for mental damages alleg

edly caused by the enshrinement of her

dead spouse. The Appellee's contention was

that she, a Christian, was psychologically in

jured by the joint enshrinement igoshi) of

her dead spouse to Gokoku Shrine con

ducted upon an application allegedly filed

jointly by a regional liaison office of the

Self-Defense Forces, a governmental agency,

and by a federation of branches of the SDF

Veterans Association (Taiyukai), a corpo

rate juridical entity, mainly composed of re

tired SDF members The Appellee asserted,

as the infringed right, a religious personal

right, a right of religious privacy and a legal

interest guaranteed by the constitutional

principle of separation of religion and the

state. Though the trial court (the Yamaguchi

District Court) and the appellate court (the

Hiroshima High Court) affirmed part of the

Appellee's claim, the Grand Bench of the Su

preme Court reversed the judgments of the

lower courts and dismissed the Appellee's

claim in this decision.Mxl

The majority opinion for the Supreme Court

held: "The guarantee of freedom of religion re

quires tolerance for the religious activities of

others that are inconsistent with the religion

that one believes in as long as such activity does

not disturb his or her freedom of religion

through compulsion or by giving rise to disad-

vantages."xli The court found that any sort of

legal interest in being able to lead a life of belief

in a tranquil religious environment, which the

District Court's decision held to be a religious

right of personhood, could not be recognized as

a legal interest, thus denying the nature of any

such right.

However, Justice Ito, in his dissenting opin

ion, said: "[T]he next issue here is whether 'the

interest to live a religious life in a tranquil relig

ious atmosphere,' as the original court said, can

be a protected legal interest, which interest does

not fall within the freedom of religion itself

though it is related thereto. I am of the opinion

that in modern society the interest of not being

disturbed in one's mind by unwanted stimulus

from others, i.e., the interest of mental peace, can

be a legal interest under tort law. When this in

terest is recognized as existing in the religious

domain, this may be called a 'religious personal

right or religious privacy.' That is a matter of

terminology."'111 Thus, this dissenting opinion, as

other dissents have in the past, has provided the

basis for the recognition of such a right as time
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has gone by and circumstances have changed.

Three legal theories have emerged in argu

ing for the sanctioning of this legal interest.

One is a theory advanced by Professor Koichi

Yokota that affirms the right on the basis of Ar

ticle 13.xlili His reasoning is that Article 13 guar

antees the "right to...liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness."xllv Today, there is little debate that

included in this guarantee is the right to pri

vacy. There are, however, differing views about

what that privacy encompasses, but at the very

least, it is understood that one of its constituting

elements is "the interest in not being disturbed by

undesired stimulation from another person."xlv So,

Professor Yokota argues that as a component of

that element of privacy, it is possible to recog

nize "religious privacy." He believes that this

also by its very nature includes "the legal inter

est that one should be able to lead a life of faith

in a tranquil religious environment."xlvl

The second theory affirming such a right is

advanced by Yasuhiro Okudaira, professor

emeritus of the University of Tokyo, and based

on the first half of Article 20 Paragraph l.x,vii

Professor Okudaira observes that there are

increasing infringements on individual self-

sufficiency, independence and self-reliance by

the modern state's public authority in an indi

rect or "soft" manner. In light of this realization,

the provisions guaranteeing each individual

fundamental human right are premised on the

right to privacy. Professor Okudaira believes

that religious privacy and a religious personal

right can be justified on the provision of free

dom of religion.

The third theory affirming the right is

argued by Professor Shinichi Takayanagi and

based on the provision of separation of state and

religion.xlvlil Professor Takayanagi put forth the

concept that the provision for separation of

state and religion is something that forms one

part of the freedom of religion, and should be

understood as a clause guaranteeing human

rights. A religious personal right, which is "the

legal interest that one should lead a life of faith

in a tranquil religious environment,"xllx is thus

guaranteed by the provision of separation of

state and religion.

VII Conclusion

The Japanese courts have adopted a double

standard when reviewing infringements on

rights enumerated in the Constitution. With

economic rights, deference is given to the policy

-making discretion of the legislature. However,

spiritual freedoms are judged by a rigorous

standard of constitutionality, or the doctrine of

least restrictive alternative, in which the gov

ernment or legislature bears a heavy burden of

proof to show that there are no other less

restrictive alternatives to achieve the targeted

legislative purpose. The cases cited herein have

illustrated this double standard. Cases C (Cul

tural Tourism Tax) and D (Christian Sunday

Lawsuit) involved slight limitations on the free

dom of religion, a small admission fee and an

observation class on Sunday, respectively. Both

of these cases show that the freedom of religion

is not absolute and inviolable. Cases A (bodily

injury resulting in death) and E (Aum Shinrikyo

dissolution order) were both incidents where

the guarantee of freedom of religion was devi

ated from to such an extent as to cause death.

Yet, in none of these four cases was an individ

ual's right to his belief in religion actually pro

hibited or limited, only the external acts associ

ated with such a belief and then only to a

reasonable degree. Case B (pastoral activity)

was exemplary in upholding the value of relig

ion to society, stating that when an external act

bears upon internal belief, such restraints are re

quired to be given particular care in their con

sideration and upholding the minister's acts as a

legitimate religious activity. The area, however,
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where the constitutional guarantee seems to

have been insufficiently appreciated is, as men

tioned above, the case of a former Self-Defense

Forces officer being enshrined in Gokoku

Shrine. Nevertheless, with the increasing em

phasis on privacy in today's society and on the

importance of protecting intellectual property

rights [tort law provides for compensation on

their infringement] which have accompanied

the growth of the internet and information tech

nology, circumstances have changed to empha

size personal privacy and the use of personal or

protected information, such as one's name, so

that such a legal interest in a religious right of

personhood may be honored in the future if a

corresponding case should come before the courts.
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Section II. Status of Religious Freedom-Legal/Policy

Framework: "The Constitution provides for freedom

of religion, and the Government generally respects this

right in practice. The Government at all levels strives

to protect this right in full and does not tolerate its

abuse, either by governmental or private actors. Prior
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lations with the Catholic Church were governed by a
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stemming from dissolution of the Papal States and es
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returns."
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日本国憲法と信教の自由

デピット･ウルボグ

要 旨

大日本国憲法 (明治憲法)の苦い経験と深い良心の何章から､日本国憲法には､宗教の自由を保障する特別

な規定が取 り入れられた｡日本国憲法は､1946年に公布され､1947年に効力を発 した｡この保障には､二つ

の分野が含まれている｡個人の宗教の自由と政教分離の原則である｡個人の宗教の自由は､第20条 1項の前半

に ｢信教の自由は､何人に対 してもこれを保障する｣とうたわれている｡ ひき続き､第20条 2項は､｢何人も､

宗教上の行為､祝典､儀式又は行事に参加することを強制されない｣と明言 している｡第20粂 1項の後半と3

項､そして第89条は､宗教と国家の分離原則にのっとり､政治と宗教のいかなる関係をも否定 し､その結果､

適切な宗教の自由の保障を打ち立てている｡この稿では､今まで解釈され､活用されてきた個人の宗教の自由

の保障に焦点をあて､論を進める｡
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